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ABSTRACT2

A key challenge when studying human-agent interaction, is the evaluation of user’s experience.3
In virtual reality, this question is addressed through the study of the sense of presence and co-4
presence, generally assessed thanks to well-grounded subjective post-experience questionnaires.5
In this article, we aim at correlating objective multimodal cues produced by users to their subjective6
sense of presence and co-presence. Our study is based on a human-agent interaction corpus7
collected in task-oriented context: a virtual environment aiming at training doctors to break bad8
news to a patient played by a virtual agent. Based on a corpus study, we have used machine9
learning approaches to explore the possibility of automatically predicting the sense of presence10
and co-presence of the user thanks to specific multimodal behavioral cues. The performance11
of random forests models demonstrates the capacity to automatically and accurately predict12
the level of presence. It also shows the relevance of a multimodal model, based on verbal and13
non-verbal behavioral cues as objective measures of presence.14

Keywords: Multimodal social signals, Sense of Presence, Virtual Reality, Conversational agent, Virtual Patient15

1 INTRODUCTION

A key challenge when studying human-agent interaction, is the evaluation of user’s experience. Most of16
existing methods relies on subjective evaluations based on questionnaires filled by the users after their17
interaction with the virtual agent Grassini and Laumann (2020); ?); Bailenson et al. (2005); Witmer and18
Singer (1998); Usoh et al. (2000). Such questionnaires assess the user’s perception of the virtual agent of19
the task, of the virtual environment, her global satisfaction, engagement, etc.20

21

In the virtual reality domain, user’s experience is usually evaluated through the measure of the sense22
of presence (the feeling of being present in the virtual environment), which can be correlated with the23
level of immersion in a virtual environment. In the literature, two types of immersion are distinguished: (1)24
technological and physical immersion Cadoz (1994) rendered possible by the device (for example a 36025
degrees view); and (2) psychological immersion Slater et al. (1996) which is independent from the device26
(a book, projecting us in a virtual world, can provoke a psychological immersion without any technological27
and physical immersion). Sense of presence corresponds to this second type of immersion (close to the28
concept of flow Csikszentmihalyi (2014) making the user losing the notion of time and space). A second29
notion, called sense of co-presence (also commonly designated as social presence) is introduced when30
the virtual environment is populated by virtual agent or avatars. Co-presence corresponds to “the sense of31
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being and acting with others in a virtual space” Slater et al. (2006)1.32
33

The sense of (co-)presence is particularly important in the context of user’s training in virtual reality34
environments. In this article, we particularly focus of a specific application domain: a virtual reality platform35
to train doctors with virtual patients. The goal of this platform is to develop doctors’ social skills for their36
interaction with patients. Such skills are of deep importance. For instance, the way doctors deliver bad37
news related to damage associated with care has a significant impact on the therapeutic process: disease38
evolution, adherence with treatment recommendations, litigation possibilities, among others Andrade et al.39
(2010). In order to facilitate doctor’s training, we have developed a virtual patient able to interact naturally40
in a multimodal way with doctors simulating breaking bad news to the patient (for more details on the41
platform see Ochs et al. (2017). In this paper, we investigate the multimodal behavior cues of (co-)presence42
of users training to break bad news to a virtual patient.43

44

The problem in the evaluation of presence and co-presence with questionnaires, in spite of their interest,45
is the subjectivity of the approach (consisting in asking users to self-report their feeling). Previous works46
have tried to find objective measures by hypothesizing that different levels of the sense of presence47
and co-presence may be connected with different verbal and non-verbal user’s behaviors Laarni et al.48
(2015); Ijsselsteijn (2002). However, only few behavioral cues have been investigated. We propose in49
this work to take into account a large range of modalities (both verbal and non-verbal) by involving the50
notion engagement (considered as a form of involvement) in the description of the sense of (co-)presence.51
This idea relies on several observations. First, as shown in Schroeder (2002), the sense of presence and52
co-presence can be correlated with the level of immersion. In such case, the greater the immersion, the53
higher the feeling of (co)presence. Second, the notion of involvement also plays an important role besides54
immersion Witmer and Singer (1998): the sense of presence increases when participants become more55
involved in the virtual environment.56

Starting with this hypothesis of multimodal behavioral cues of (co-)presence, we investigate the possibility57
to automatically predict the sense of (co-)presence based on user’s multimodal behavior during an58
interaction with a virtual agent. In this perspective, we have collected a corpus of human-agent interaction59
in a virtual reality environment. This has been done thanks to specific tools automatically acquiring verbal60
and non-verbal user’s productions. Moreover, we have collected questionnaires indicating the user’s sense61
of presence and co-presence after the interaction. In order to be independent from the environment, our62
experimental setup involves different virtual reality displays - known to generate different degrees of63
immersion. Based on machine learning techniques, we have learned a model to correlate verbal and64
non-verbal cues to different levels of presence and co-presence. The accuracy of the model shows that65
certain verbal and non-verbal cues of the user’s behavior can be used to predict her level of presence and66
co-presence, based on objective behavioral measures.67

68

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we present the theoretical background and69
related works on the notion of presence and co-presence. In Section 3, we introduce the human-virtual70
patient interaction corpus collected with different virtual reality displays. Section 4 is dedicated to the pre-71
processing of the collected data in order to automatically extract relevant verbal and non-verbal behavioral72
cues that may be used to predict the sense of presence. In Section 5, we present the model learned on the73
human-virtual patient interaction corpus, with the extracted verbal and non-verbal behavioral cues exploited74
as features and, the levels of presence and co-presence clustered to classes to predict. We conclude and75
discuss perspectives Section 6.76

2 THE SENSE OF PRESENCE AND CO-PRESENCE

2.1 Definition of the sense of presence77

Our definition of presence relies on the notion of immersion, that can be defined in two different ways.78
First, it can be considered in terms of psychological state as the perception of being in, to be surrounded by79
Witmer and Singer (1998). In this case, immersion includes the insulation from the physical environment,80

1 Note that no consensus exists on the notion of co-presence. A detailed discussion on the different definitions can be found in Bailenson et al. (2005).
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the perception of a feeling of being included in the virtual environment, the natural state of the interaction, a81
perception of control and the perception of movement in a virtual environment. A second type of definition82
considers immersion in technological terms, immersion being correlated to technology Bystrom et al.83
(1999); Draper et al. (1998); Slater and Wilbur (1997). We adopt in our work the first perspective Witmer84
and Singer (1998).85

Several parameters involved in the definition of the sense of presence are described in the literature: (1)86
the ease of interaction: interaction correlates with the sense of presence felt in the virtual environment87
Billinghurst and Weghorst (1995); (2) the user control: the sense of presence increases with the sense of88
control Witmer and Singer (1998); (3) the realism of the image: the more realistic virtual environment89
is, the more the sense of presence is strong Witmer and Singer (1998); (4) the duration of the exhibition:90
prolonged exposure beyond 15 minutes with the virtual environment does not give the best result for the91
sense of presence with HMD (Head Mounted Display) and there is even a negative correlation between the92
prolonged exposure in the virtual environment and the sense of presence Witmer and Singer (1998); (5)93
the social presence and social presence factors: the social presence of other individuals (real or avatars),94
and the ability to interact with these individuals increases the sense of presence Heeter (1992); (6) the the95
quality of the virtual environment: quality, realism, the ability of the environment to be fluid, to create96
interaction are key factors in the sense of presence of the user Hendrix and Barfield (1996). Two other97
factors are more particularly related to the individual perception, and contextual and psychological factors98
that should be taken into account during the evaluation of presence Mestre (2015). In the next section, we99
introduce the different questionnaires available to measure these factors.100

2.2 Questionnaires of presence and co-presence101

Several questionnaires have been proposed in order to assess the sense of presence (see Grassini and102
Laumann (2020) for a review). Four of them are "canonical", they have been used in many different works103
and are statistically significant: the canonical presence test of Witmer and Singer Witmer and Singer104
(1998), the ITC-SOPI canonical test Lessiter et al. (2001) that evaluates the psychological immersion, the105
Slater-Usoh-Steed (SUS) questionnaire to evaluate the spatial presence, and the canonical test IGroup106
Presence Questionnaire (IPQ) Schubert et al. (2001). We used the last one in our work to evaluate the107
training system.. This test focuses on three variables dependent on presence factors: spatial presence,108
involvement in the device, and realism of the device. The test is composed of 14 questions, some of them109
being taken directly from the Presence Questionnaire Witmer and Singer (1998) and the SUS questionnaire110
Usoh et al. (2000). In the last version, another variable dependent on the global presence has been added.111
This test has the advantage to contain few questions (only 14) while including the main presence factors of112
the other canonical tests.113

However, one limit of the IPQ test is the lack of the evaluation of the notion of co-presence. Co-presence,114
also commonly called social presence, can be defined as “the sense of being and acting with others in a115
virtual space” Slater et al. (2006)2. In our context, we are interested in evaluating the sense of co-presence of116
the participants with the virtual agent. In order to evaluate the co-presence, we have used the test proposed117
in Bailenson et al. (2005) that measures social presence through the following variables: the perceived118
co-presence, the embarrassment to measure the social influence of the agent, and the likability of the virtual119
representation. In Bailenson et al. (2005), the authors have shown that this self-report questionnaire is120
effective “to measure how people perceive an embodied agent”.121

2.3 Behavioral measure presence122

In order to quantify the sense of presence or co-presence based on reliable parameters, several works123
tried to identify objectives measures. As highlighted in Slater et al. (1998), we can distinguish “subjective124
presence” from “behavioral presence”; subjective presence being measured trough presence questionnaire125
and the behavioral presence corresponding to bodily responds. Three types of objective measures of126
presence can be distinguished : behavioral (e.g. attention), performance-based (e.g. user’s performance in127
task realization) and physiological (e.g. brain activity, heart rate) Ijsselsteijn (2002). In this paper, we focus128
on behavioral measures of presence.129

2 Note that no consensus exists on the notion of co-presence. A detailed discussion on the different definitions can be found in Bailenson et al. (2005)
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Some works have studied user’s behavior considering the way the user performs specific actions related130
to the task in the virtual environment. For instance, in Usoh et al. (1999), the authors analyze the navigation131
path of the users moving towards an object and the correlation with the level of presence. Other works have132
shown a close relation between body movements (for instance their magnitude) and the sense of presence133
Slater and Steed (2000); Slater et al. (1998). In Bailenson et al. (2004), the authors have compared social134
presence self-report measures and the interpersonal distances of the user with virtual agents. The results135
did not reveal significant correlations between these objective and subjective measures.136

Concerning the relation between presence and co-presence, the research works have shown that they137
generally co-vary: a stronger sense of co-presence comes with a stronger sense of presence Schroeder138
(2002).139

Finally, as underlined in Laarni et al. (2015), none of these works have demonstrated strong evidence of140
behavioral measures of presence. Moreover, most of the works mainly focus on specific actions related to141
the context of the task. In this paper, we propose to analyze fine-grained objective behavioral measures of142
presence by studying verbal and non-verbal behavioral cues.143

2.4 Presence, involvement and engagement144

In our interdisciplinary approach, we aim at connecting empirical and theoretical backgrounds from145
different domains around the notion of presence and co-presence. Starting from the definition of these146
notions in the virtual reality domain, we investigate phenomena that can be observed in human-human and147
human-machine interaction through multimodal behavioral cues.148

As described above Schubert et al. (2001), we consider for our study that the notion of presence covers149
two different aspects: involvement and psychological immersion (also called spatial presence in Witmer150
and Singer (1998)): "Involvement is a psychological state experienced as a consequence of focusing151
one’s energy and attention on a coherent set of stimuli or meaningfully related activities and events ...152
[Psychological] immersion is a psychological state characterized by perceiving oneself to be enveloped153
by, included in, and interacting with an environment that provides a continuous stream of stimuli and154
experiences" (Witmer and Singer (1998) cited in Schubert et al. (2001)). Note that the terms immersion155
and presence are often considered as synonyms ?. In our case, we adopt therefore a broader perspective by156
including the engagement of the participant.157

As for co-presence, the questionnaire considered in the study includes a self-report marker that should158
reflect the feeling of being with another social entity in the virtual environment, as well as the liking of the159
virtual agent and the willingness to perform embarrassing acts in front of the virtual agent Bailenson et al.160
(2005).161

Identifying objective cues of the notion of presence remains a difficult task because of the abstract level of162
definition of this notion. The different questionnaires presented above are based on very high-level notions,163
that can hardly connect with observable features during an interaction with a virtual agent. We propose164
in this paper to bridge the gap between presence and observable features by posing an hypothesis: the165
senses presence and co-presence are correlated with involvement/engagement. This hypothesis relies on166
the idea that the interaction, in particular in a task-oriented context, is more natural, variable and rich when167
presence and co-presence are high (and vice-versa). Moreover, in a virtual environment, no engagement168
can be observed without a high level of (co-)presence. If this hypothesis is true, it should be the case169
that a correlation can be observed between the level of (co-)presence and that of engagement. Concretely,170
involvement/engagement being possibly assessed based on different objective cues, we propose to use171
these same features in order to predict the level of (co-)presence.172

In the domain of human-machine interaction, and more particularly in the context of interaction with173
virtual agents or robots, different definitions of engagement have been proposed Glas and Pelachaud174
(2015). For instance, as described in Glas and Pelachaud (2015), face engagement characterized by the175
“maintaining of a single focus of cognitive and visual attention” of the user and the artificial entity during176
a joint activity, the face engagement being reflected by eye-contact, gaze and facial gestures to interact177
with each other Le Maitre and Chetouani (2013). A common definition of engagement in human-machine178
interaction is the one proposed by Sidner and Dzikovska Sidner and Dzikovska (2002) that consider the179
engagement as a process “by which two (or more) participants establish, maintain and end their perceived180
connection”. Some authors have defined engagement as a specific mental state of the participant that has the181

This is a provisional file, not the final typeset article 4
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goal to be and interact with the other Poggi (2007). Some definition link directly the notion of engagement182
to the notion of interest and attention Yu et al. (2004) or involvement Bickmore et al. (2010). As pointed183
in Bickmore et al. (2010), the notion of engagement in a short term interaction, is also tightly related to184
the notion of “rapport” Gratch et al. (2007) characterizing by positive emotions, mutual attentiveness, and185
coordination Tickle-Degnen and Rosenthal (1990) and the notion of “flow” Csikszentmihalyi (2014).186

2.5 Multimodal cues of presence, involvement, and engagement187

Involvement in face-to-face conversations is classically measured by nonverbal cues such as gaze or188
body orientation. However, more indicators of engagement have been identified in collaborative activities,189
concerning verbal aspects (e.g. prosody, questioning, comments, explanations, etc.) as well as gestures and190
facial expressions Helme and Clarke (2001).191

As for verbal indicators, several works have addressed the question of the type of lexical, syntactic and192
semantic aspects that can be related with engagement/involvement. In this perspective, different features193
has been identified: number of intensifiers vs. qualifier words, number of personal vs. impersonal pronouns,194
number of definite vs. indefinite articles: these ratios increases as a speaker becomes more cognitively195
involved Camden and Verba (1986); Nguyen and Fussell (2016). At a higher level, the complexity of196
the syntactic structure also enters into consideration: the richness of the structure is correlated with the197
level of engagement of the speaker and how it affects the perceived credibility of a message Tolochko198
and Boomgaarden (2018): when speakers feel engaged, they speak more, using richer and more variable199
constructions. This information (that we call in our model syntactic complexity) corresponds to the number200
of clauses in the utterance which can be approximated with the type of their constituents. Typically, a201
clause is usually built around a verb. The number of verbs (and also other types of constituents such as202
conjunctions) can then give an approximation of the number of clauses and then the richness of the syntactic203
structure Brown et al. (2008); Biber et al. (2016). The technique simply consists in counting the amount of204
such categories, connected to the realization of different clauses. We complement this approximation with205
lower-level features also providing indication on the sentence complexity such as the number of words,206
of modifiers (giving an indication of the semantic richness) in a sentence. Finally, based on the research207
works presented above, concerning the verbal behavioral cues, in this article, we consider these different208
features: lexical richness, discourse elaboration, semantic richness and syntactic complexity.209

Concerning non-verbal cues, several works underlines the relationship between engagement and non-210
verbal behavioral cues. For instance, in their theory on rapport Tickle-Degnen and Rosenthal (1990), the211
authors argued that the rapport (engagement) between the participants of an interaction is traduced by212
the head nods, the smiles, the posture mimicry and the gestures coordination. As highlighted in Sidner213
and Lee (2007), “engagement behavior” include head nods and gaze during human-robot interaction. In214
Sanghvi et al. (2011), the authors have shown the importance of the quantity of movements to recognize215
engagement during a human-machine interaction. In this article, based on the research presented above,216
concerning the non-verbal cues, we consider the movements of the head and the body of both participants217
(the user and the virtual patient).218

Finally, we aim at analyzing these different multimodal cues by trying to correlate these cues of219
engagement to (co-)presence.220

3 COLLECTION OF HUMAN-VIRTUAL PATIENT INTERACTIONS IN VIRTUAL
REALITY ENVIRONMENTS

In order to analyze the multimodal cues of (co-)presence, we have collected a corpus of human-virtual221
patient interaction thanks to a virtual reality platform we have developed for training doctors to break bad222
news Ochs et al. (2017). We present in the following the details of the corpus.223

3.1 A virtual reality platform for training to break bad new224

The corpus has been collected through different virtual reality environments. This platform makes it225
possible for the user (the doctor) to interact with a virtual patient in natural language. The virtual agent has226
been endowed with a dialog system and a non-verbal behavior model based on a human-human corpus227
analysis of real interactions with standardized patients Ochs et al. (2017).228
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The environment has been designed to simulate a real recovery room where breaking bad news are229
generally performed. Technically, the virtual agent is based on the VIB platform Pelachaud (2009) and230
integrated in a Unity player. Participants were filmed and body motions digitally recorded from the231
passive reflective markers placed on head (stereo glasses), elbows and wrists. A high-end microphone232
synchronously recorded the participant’s and virtual agent verbal expressions from the Unity player. This233
environment facilitates the collection of the corpus of human-agent interaction in order to analyze the234
verbal and non-verbal behavior in different immersive environments.235

3.2 Participants236

In total, 38 persons (28 males, 10 females) with a mean age of 29 years (SD:10.5) volunteered to237
participate to the experimentation. 25 participants have been recruited at the University, 13 others are real238
doctors recruited in a medical institution. These participants had already have an experience in breaking239
bad news with real patients. The participants were not paid.240

3.3 The collect of the human-machine interaction corpus241

A specific methodology has been implemented in order to collect the interaction and create this corpus of242
human-machine interaction.243

3.3.0.1 Procedure244

When participants arrived at the laboratory, an experimenter sat them down and presented them the245
instructions before the interaction. Participants are asked to read the instructions several times as well246
as before each interaction. The understanding of these instructions was checked by means of an oral247
questionnaire.248

3.3.0.2 Task249

Participants were instructed that the role they have to play is a doctor that had just (i.e., immediate post250
operative period) operated the virtual patient by gastroenterologic endoscopy to remove a polyp in the251
bowel. During the surgery, a digestive perforation occurred3. Participants were accurately instructed about252
the causes of the problem, the effects (pain), and the proposed remediation (a new surgery, urgently). The253
participants’ task was to announce this medical situation to the virtual patient.254

3.3.0.3 Type of immersive devices255

In order to collect data with different levels of immersion, we have implemented the virtual patient256
on different virtual reality displays: PC monitor, virtual reality headset (HMD), and virtual reality room257
(Figure fig.1). The virtual reality cave is constituted of a 3m deep, 3m wide, and 4m high cubic space with258
three vertical screens and a horizontal screen (floor). A cluster of graphics machine makes it possible to259
deliver stereoscopic, wide-field, real-time rendering of 3D environments, including spatial sound. This260
offers an optimal sensorial immersion of the user.261

Figure 1. Participants interacting with the virtual patient with different virtual environment displays (from
left to right): virtual reality headset (HMD), virtual reality room (CAVE), and PC monitor.

3 The scenario has been carefully chosen with the medical partners of the project for several reasons (e.g. the panel of resulting damages, the difficulty of the
announcement, its standard characteristics of announce).
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The order of presentation of each display modality was counterbalanced withing participants of each262
group. Each participant has interacted with the systems 3 times with three different displays: PC monitor,263
virtual reality headset (HMD), and virtual reality room (CAVE). Note that we counterbalanced the order of264
these of each display in order to avoid an effect of the order on the results. The duration of each interaction265
is in average 3mn16.266

The visualization of the interaction, is done through a 3D video playback player we have developed267
(Figure 2). This player replays synchronously the animation and verbal expression of the virtual agent as268
well as the movements (based on the head, elbows and wrists body trackers) and video of the participant.

Figure 2. 3D video playback player

269

3.3.0.4 Subjective assessment of presence270

Participants’ subjective experience was assessed through two separate post-experience questionnaires271
(1-5 range) measuring their sense of presence (with the IGroup Presence Questionnaire, IPQ Schubert272
(2003) and their sense of c-presence Bailenson et al. (2005). The questionnaires are described in more273
details Section 2.2.274

275

To sum up, the corpus contains the following raw data:276

• a video of the participant during her interaction with the agent in the three environments: a virtual277
reality room (CAVE), a virtual reality headset (HMD), and a PC monitor;278

• time-series three-dimensional unity coordinates of 5 trackers located on the participant’s head, left and279
right elbows, and left and right wrists during the interaction;280

• an audio file from a mic pinned to the participant during the interaction and hence containing only281
the voice of the participant. The audio file has been transcript from an automatic speech recognition282
system.283

In total, the data contains 114 human-agent interactions. However, due to technical recording problems,284
some interactions have not be integrated in the corpus. Finally, the corpus is composed of 86 human-agent285
interactions. In the machine learning point of view, in order to reduce the number of features, we have286
processed this data to compute relevant verbal and non-verbal behavioral cues. We present these features in287
the following.288

Given the relative small size of data-set, we consider an early fusion approach Snoek et al. (2005): data289
from each unitary modality is processed in order to compute a certain number of features. These features290
are merely concatenated together to form our data-set that corresponds to a matrix that will fed to learning291
algorithms. Another advantage of the "early fusion" is that the resulting model will be interpretable with a292
analysis of the relative importance of the designed features.293
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4 AUTOMATIC EXTRACTION OF VERBAL AND NON-VERBAL CUES

In order to investigate the users’ multimodal behaviors during the interactions with the virtual patient, we294
have extracted, from the corpus described above, different verbal and non-verbal cues.295

4.1 Verbal behavior296

Using a specific tool called SPPAS Bigi (2012), a tokenization followed by a phonetization on the297
transcription file was performed. Participants’ verbal expression were assessed by processing the transcript298
text to recover the following dependant variables. For this sake, the transcript text was then parsed by the299
Marsatag tool Rauzy et al. (2014), a stochastic parser for written French which has been adapted to account300
for the specificities of spoken French. Among other outputs, it provides a morpho-syntactic category for301
each POS token.302

4.1.0.1 Features characterizing lexical richness and linguistic complexity.303

The user’s verbal behavior was firstly assessed by computing the frequency of the part-of-speech (POS)304
tags. The POS tags were automatically identified using MarsaTag. Nine POS tags were considered:305
adjective, adverb, auxiliary, conjunction, determiner, noun, preposition, pronoun, verb. Two high-level306
features characterizing the considered POS tags were measured. The lexical richness was measured as the307
fraction of adjectives and adverbs out of the total number of tokens as follows:308
nb_adj+nb_adv∑

tokens . The lexical complexity was measured as the fraction of conjunctions, prepositions and309

pronouns out of the total number of tokens as follows:310
nb_conj+nb_prep+nb_pro∑

tokens .311

4.1.0.2 Length of sentences.312

The user’s verbal behavior was secondly assessed by computing the length of each sentence, measured as313
the number of words composing it, being defined from the transcript text by the MarsaTag tool Rauzy et al.314
(2014).315

4.1.0.3 Lengths of inter-pausal units.316

The user’s verbal behavior was thirdly assessed by computing the length of inter-pausal units (expressed317
in duration). For this sake, the speech signal was automatically segmented using SPASS Bigi (2012) into318
Inter-Pausal Units (IPUs), defined as speech blocks surrounded by at least 200 ms silent pauses4.319

4.1.0.4 Answering time.320

The user’s verbal behavior was also assessed by computing the average answering time expressed in321
seconds. Considering the interactions as dialogues between two speakers, the answering time corresponds322
to the period of time between the end of the first speaker speech, and the beginning of the second speaker323
speech (the speakers could be the doctor or the virtual patient).324

4.2 Non-verbal behavior325

Following the method proposed in Slater et al. (1998), the body movements considered in this study are326
the rotation of the arms and the head. More precisely, for each interaction, we first compute difference327
between each successive rotation angle5 (difference between rotation angle on one of the three axis at time328
t and the same at t− δt, δt being time interval used to record data), around the X , Y and Z axis (pitch, yaw329
and roll respectively). We perform this for the head, the left and right wrists, and the left and right elbows.330

We then compute the averages and standard deviations for each of these 5 body parts, and for each of the331
3 axis, to obtain 2× 15 values. The values related to the 4 body parts (left and right, wrists and elbows)332
are then averaged, so we have mean and standard deviation for head and for upper limbs, for the 3 axis333

4 For French language, lowering this 200 ms threshold would lead to many more errors due to the confusion of pause with the closure part of unvoiced
consonants, or with constrictives produced with a very low energy.
5 Using rotations is coherent with the behaviour of our virtual patient, which, lying in bed, does not move much, but sometimes rotates its head or arms.
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(12 values). We then average over the 3 axis, and gather the features of the upper limbs, to obtain finally 4334
features representing the averages and standard deviations of the rotation of the head and of the arms335

The verbal and non-verbal features are computed for the user as well as for the virtual patient.336

4.3 Interactional cues337

Besides the behavioral cues, we have considered specific features related to the interaction that may338
provide cues on the level of (co-)presence: the total duration of the interaction and the expertise of the339
participant (expert in the case of a doctor and non-expert otherwise).340

341

To summarize, each user-virtual patient interaction is characterized by the following features:342

• total duration of the interaction represented by one continuous value in seconds;343
• expertise of the participant represented by a binary categorical variable representing whether the344

participant is an expert (doctor) or a non-expert;345
• rotations of the head and arms represented by 4 continuous variables (mean of the rotation of the head,346

standard deviation of the rotation of the head, mean of the rotation of the arms, and standard deviation347
of the rotation of the arms);348

• average sentence length in terms of number of words characterized by a continuous variable;349
• average length of Inter-Pausal Units in seconds represented by a continuous variable;350
• lexical richness represented by a continuous variable,351
• linguistic complexity represented by a continuous variable,352
• answering time represented by one value.353

Considering the segmentation of the interaction and the behavior of both participants (user and virtual354
agent), the collected data is represented by a matrix of 86 lines (one per interaction) and 20 columns (one355
per feature, considering the verbal and non-verbal cues of the user and of the virtual agent).356

In the next section, the matrix is used to learn a model to automatically predict the sense of presence and357
co-presence of the participants.Note that a statistical analysis of the effects of the virtual reality displays358
and of the type of the participant (doctors versus novices) on the behavior displayed and on the sense359
of presence and co-presence is described in details in Ochs et al. (2018). In this paper, we focus on the360
automatic prediction of the sense of presence and co-presence by considering the type of participant and361
their verbal and non-verbal behavior as key features. The goal of the work presented in this article is not to362
predict the different interaction modes (PC monitor, virtual reality headset, or virtual reality room), but the363
levels of presence and co-presence. We have shown in Ochs et al. (2018) that the three interaction modes364
imply different levels of presence and co-presence.365

5 AUTOMATIC PREDICTION OF THE SENSE OF PRESENCE BASED ON
MULTIMODAL CUES

Our goal is to predict users’ sense of presence and co-presence based on objectives measures. In our366
context, we consider two classification problems making it possible to predict367

1. the level of the sense of presence ;368
2. the level of the sense of co-presence.369

The same features, described in the previous section, are used to learn both models. For each interaction,370
the sense of presence and co-presence have been assessed through two questionnaires. The resulting values371
are integers from 1 to 5. Our objective is to experiment tasks of prediction of sense of presence on one side,372
and of co-presence on another side, using selected machine learning algorithms. Practically, we compared373
three machine learning techniques: Naives Bayes, Support Vector Machine and Random Forest. These374
methods, among the best classifiers Fernández-Delgado et al. (2014), have the advantage, compared with375
other statistical models such as RNN, to handle high-dimensional data with a high generalization power376
Strobl et al. (2008); Forman and Cohen (2004); Salperwyck and Lemaire (2011). They are also well suited377
for handling small datasets.378
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5.1 Classifiers’ training and test procedure379

Figure fig:double-cv illustrates the process, based on a double cross-validation.

Figure 3. Double cross-validation

380

The data-set is split into training and test data, each subset created with respect to frequencies of classes to381
account for class imbalance. We use 10% of data-set as test data. The best hyper-parameters for concerned382
machine learning algorithm are searched through k-folds cross-validation (with k = 56) on the training383
data subset (’validation’ metrics are computed at this stage, in order to estimate and select the best hyper-384
parameters combination). The classifier configured with the best hyper-parameters is then fitted to the 90%385
of training data subset, and used as predictor on the 10% test set initially left aside, which has never been386
’seen’ by the classifier, to obtain ’train’ and ’test’ metrics. Given the size of the data-set, we may expect387
a high variance on test scores obtained with this strategy. In order to estimate the variance, we iterate388
the process on multiple runs (on several random splits of 90% train and 10% test). This outer 10-folds389
cross-validation is repeated 20 times.390

Concerning the random forest algorithm, in order to minimize the generalization error to avoid over-fitting391
Breiman (2001), we have evaluated beforehand the optimal number of decision trees on the prediction task392
by considering the performance of the classifiers and the out-of-bag (OOB) estimated accuracy expected to393
provide a relevant cue on generalization performances of the RF. Based on the results, we used 150 trees394
(few improvements is observed with a larger number of trees).395

As commonly used, we have computed three measures to evaluate the quality of prediction of a model:396
precision, recall and F1 Score. Note that we compute the weighted metrics to consider the number of397
instances of each class (i.e. the score of each class is weighted by the number of samples from that class).398

In order to estimate the performances of the different classifiers, we compute scores from a classifier399
returning random predictions, to establish a baseline. We consider three different strategies: uniform400
(generates predictions uniformly at random), stratified (generates predictions with respect to the401
training set’s class distribution) and most frequent (always predicts the most frequent class in the402
training set). For each fold of outer cross-validation, random classifier is fitted on the training set and used403
to generate predictions on the test set, for each strategy. The random classifier final scores are the averages404
of the scores from the strategy leading to the highest performances.405

6 We consider a small k for this cross-validation to reduce risk of over-fitting as recommended in Baumann and Baumann (2014)
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5.2 Identification of the best classifier with the best granularity level of presence and406
co-presence407

The first question to approach the prediction task as a binary or multi-classes problem is the number408
of classes. In other words, we had to define the level of granularity of presence and co-presence that we409
can predict. Indeed, the level of presence and co-presence rated by the subjects and associated to each410
interaction are integers between 0 and 5. Consequently, we can either consider that each value constitute a411
class (5 classes to predict) or to cluster close values (as for instance the 0 and 1 level to represent a low class412
of presence of co-presence, 3 for a medium class, and the 4 and 5 to represent high value of presence and413
co-presence). We explore different clustering algorithms for this discretization task in order to identify the414
best clusters leading to the best prediction. Discretization parameters are the number of classes, between 2415
(binary classification) and 5, and the discretization strategy: using kmeans, values are clustered in order to416
create as many clusters as the desired number of classes, with quantile (all intervals contain the same417
number of points), and with uniform (all intervals have same width). The distribution of the scores of418
presence and co-presence on the data-set is illustrated Figure fig:discretized-values.419

Figure 4. Distribution of the scores of presence and co-presence in the data-set

Our objective is to then limit our experiments to the best found classifier, and to the best discretization.420
The results show that the best classifiers is the random forests (compared to Naïves Bayes and SVM)421
both for the prediction of presence and for co-presence. We illustrate the test scores of this classifier422
Figure fig:discretisationRF. The error bars in the graphics represent the 95% confidence intervals for each423
measured score. The scores obtained with the random classifier are displayed in transparent gray on the424
figures.425

The best results for presence are obtained with a discretization in 2 classes with the k-means strategy, and426
for co-presence into 3 classes with uniform strategy. Note that to identify the best discretization, we have427
compared the results of the random classifier to the results of random forest to optimize the scores of the428
random forest but also the gap with the scores of the random classifier. The selected discretizations for the429
score of presence and co-presence are illustrated Figure fig:discretized-values with the vertical dotted lines.430

The performance measures, considering all the features described above, reveal an accurate capacity of431
the model to predict the sense of presence of the user based on multimodal cues with a macro F1-measure432
closed to 0.8. However, the co-presence seems more difficult to predict with scores closed to 0.5. This433
lower performance for the co-presence may be explained by the multi-classes classification task (3 classes434
to predict) whereas the presence is a binary class classification task (2 classes to predict). Note, however,435
that the scores of co-presence is significantly higher than the baseline (in gray on the figures).436

Given the obtained results, we cluster the scores of presence into two classes: low or high sense of437
presence; and the scores of presence in three classes: low, medium or high sense of co-presence (as438
illustrated Figure fig:discretized-values).439

5.3 Exploring over-sampling methods to face small data-set440

Given the size of the data-set, we have explored different over-sampling methods to increase the amount441
of data. The over-sampling methods generate new samples of the minority class(es) based on the existing442
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Figure 5. Test scores of the random forest considering different discretization strategies

data-set, in order to remove class imbalance. Our goal is to explore whether such methods improve the443
classifier’s performances. We compare two different over-sampling methods:444

• random over-sampling : samples randomly chosen from the minority class(es) are duplicated;445

• SMOTE7 : new samples are generated by interpolation from a sample randomly chosen from minority446
class(es) and another sample close to it (randomly selected from k-nearest-neighbors with k = 3).447
Distance of this new sample from existing ones is also random. We use variant SMOTE-NC8 as it448
handles categorical variables (as it is not possible to interpolate them, the algorithm chooses most449
frequent category among nearest neighbours).450

The results (illustrated Figure fig:oversampling) show that over-sampling our data-set with these techniques451
has no influence on the prediction of sense of presence. However, for the prediction of co-presence, SMOTE452
improves the F1 score. Consequently, we apply SMOTE for the co-presence classification task.453

7 Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique, we use the imbalanced-learn implementation https://imbalanced-learn.readthedocs.io/en/stable/api.html
8 SMOTE for Nominal and Continuous
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Figure 6. Test scores of the random forest classifier considering different over-sampling strategies or none.

5.4 Verbal and non-verbal behavioral cues importance to predict level of presence and454
co-presence455

In this section, we analyze the importance of the behavioral cues to predict presence and co-presence.456
The models were configured with respect to findings from the preliminary studies presented above (hyper-457
parameters search spaces, discretization parameters for presence and co-presence). We consider the Random458
Forest classifier and the random classifiers as baseline. We focus on test scores which are the best estimation459
of the generalization capabilities of the models.460

In order to analyze the importance of each modality, we consider three sets of features (the features are461
described in details Section 4)9:462

1. only verbal features: average sentence length in terms of number of words, average length of Inter-463
Pausal Units in seconds, lexical richness, linguistic complexity, and average answering times;464

2. only non-verbal features: averages and standard deviations of the rotations of head and arms movements465
3. multimodal features: the verbal and non-verbal features.466

The results are reported Figure fig:modes-test. We consider separately the virtual patient’s behavior467
(condition "Agent") and the user’s behavior (condition "Doctor"). In the condition "Doctor+Agent", we468
consider the behavioral cues of both the virtual patient and the user.469

Considering only the "doctor+agent" condition (in which both user’s and virtual patient’s behaviors470
are considered), the results show the importance of multimodality to predict presence and co-presence.471
More precisely, taking into consideration the verbal features alone, the scores are not better than a random472
classification. With the multimodal features, the model can predict with a good score the level of presence473
of the participant. The scores for co-presence are lower that for presence, which confirms the difficulty to474
predict the sense of co-presence (that may be explained by the multi-classes classification task compared to475
the binary classification task for the presence). Note that the non-verbal features provide similar scores as476
for multimodal features for the prediction of presence and slightly lower score for co-presence. This results477
show the importance of the non-verbal behavioral cues in the prediction of (co-)presence.478

We have compared the importance of the behavior of each participant to the interaction to predict (co-479
)presence: the user (noticed "doctor" on the Figure fig:modes-test) and the virtual patient (noticed "Agent"480
on the Figure fig:modes-test). The results show the importance of the user’s behavior for the prediction481
of presence. Considering only the behavior of the virtual patient or both of them do not lead to better482
results. Concerning co-presence, it appears that the behavior of the user and the virtual patient have to be483
considered, the condition "doctor+agent" leading to the best results.484

9 Note that in these groups of features there are no features considered as neither verbal nor non-verbal, like duration of interaction or expertise of participant
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(7e) presence

f1 precision recall
Subject Mode

Agent
Verbal 0.45±0.02 0.42±0.02 0.51±0.02

Non-Verbal 0.67±0.02 0.70±0.02 0.69±0.02
Multimodal 0.70±0.02 0.73±0.02 0.71±0.02

Doctor
Verbal 0.40±0.01 0.34±0.01 0.50±0.02

Non Verbal 0.79±0.02 0.82±0.02 0.80±0.01
Mulimodal 0.80±0.02 0.83±0.02 0.81±0.02

Doctor+Agent
Verbal 0.46±0.02 0.44±0.02 0.51±0.02

Non Verbal 0.78±0.02 0.81±0.02 0.79±0.02
Mulimodal 0.78±0.02 0.81±0.02 0.80±0.02

Random classifier 0.57±0.02 0.62±0.02 0.6±0.02

(7f) presence

(7g) co-presence

f1 precision recall
Subject Mode

Agent
Verbal 0.34±0.02 0.36±0.02 0.35±0.02

Non-Verbal 0.46±0.02 0.49±0.02 0.48±0.02
Mulimodal 0.48±0.02 0.51±0.03 0.50±0.02

Doctor
Verbal 0.36±0.02 0.38±0.02 0.37±0.02

Non-Verbal 0.38±0.02 0.42±0.03 0.39±0.02
Mulimodal 0.48±0.02 0.53±0.02 0.49±0.02

Doctor+Agent
Verbal 0.36±0.02 0.39±0.02 0.37±0.02

Non-verbal 0.50±0.02 0.53±0.03 0.51±0.02
Mulimodal 0.53±0.02 0.56±0.03 0.55±0.02

Random classifier 0.39±0.02 0.52±0.03 0.37±0.02

(7h) co-presence

Figure 7. Test scores of the random forest classifier with different sets of features to analyze the importance
of multimodality and the importance of the behavior of each participant of the interaction to predict presence
and co-presence.

6 CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

In this article, we have explored different machine learning methods to analyze the behavioral cues485
reflecting the sense of presence and co-presence of a user interacting with a virtual patient to break bad486
news. The proposed method implements an automatic prediction of the sense of presence and co-presence487
of users based on objective multimodal behavioral measures. Several machine learning techniques have488
been compared to identify the best parameters to predict the sense of (co-)presence.489

Specific verbal and non-verbal behavioral cues have been computed. We have defined high-level features490
to characterize the user’s multimodal behavior. These features describe in particular head and arms491
movements as well as the lexical richness and linguistic complexity of the verbal behavior. Thanks to a492
machine learning approach, these features have been correlated to the sense of presence and co-presence493
assessed with specific subjective questionnaires. The performance measures of the learned models show494
the accurate predictive capacity of the models. More precisely, we can predict automatically and accurately495
the sense of presence. The results show that the random forest algorithm, with discretization of the scores496
of presence in two classes, enables to automatically predict accurately the sense of presence of the user.497
These results show the interest (and the originality) of the proposed features set - verbal, non-verbal and498
interactional - for this prediction task. These features can be considered as objective cues of the sense499
of presence of the user during a social interaction with a virtual patient. The prediction of co-presence500
appears as more difficult to predict. Several elements can be highlighted to explain this results. First, in the501
co-presence task, a discretization in three classes have been considered. This multi-classes classification502
problem is more difficult than the binary one considered for presence. Second, these results may reveal503
that the set of features considered in this article may be not totally adequate for predicting the sense of504
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co-presence, other features should be considered to improve the prediction. Third, some works highlight505
the fact that presence and co-presence post-questionnaire experiences may be not sufficient to assess user’s506
sense of presence and co-presence Slater (2004); Bailenson et al. (2004). As in Bailenson et al. (2004),507
the lack of correlation between behavioral parameters - that have been shown to be cues of engagement in508
the human-human or human-machine interaction - and the self-report measures may be explained by the509
inadequacy of the questionnaire to catch certain phenomena. Then, some behavioral cues may be viewed510
as complementary measures to assess the interaction in virtual environment instead of objective measures511
replacing self-report questionnaires.512
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